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I. INTRODUCTION

Turning the Blue Economy into a global reality poses several challenges to ocean conservation effectiveness especially at remote sites and areas beyond national jurisdictions [1]. This emerging concept encourages better stewardship of the ocean and associated resources, in order to conciliate the different kinds of uses and functions of the seas in its eighty percent of global trade volumes in the economic development [2,3]. Anthropocene production flows through the ocean and impacts it at global scale [4,5,6]. The current tangible global uses of the remote ocean are predominantly about flows of goods and fisheries, but many other functions and services are precedents and gradually recognized by the ecosystem-based perspective [7]. The evidence to corroborate the importance of marine habitats to Earth equilibria as well as to human wealth is enough known [8,9,10].

Blue Economy amplifies the legitimation for the existence and enforcement of Remote Marine Protected Areas (ReMPA) [11,12,13]. How to implement and manage the ReMPAs is still new to modern society, which are now trying to find viable ways to organize this vast ocean territory [14,15,16]. Participation criteria in the decision-making processes of ReMPAs is utmost [17]. In a universal perspective of understanding and participatory action for a ‘blue’ management as a common process, comes up the question: who are the legitimate stakeholders in the vocational commitments of ReMPA? This essay proposes a conceptual framework to deal with the shared assumption of the Ocean as a space of related and overlapping uses to a primarily of universal interest, which brings its Common matters and relies on broad participation. The proposed framework highlights the importance of emerging studies to untangle Oceans territorialization and use(r)s, in order to establish composition parameters for shared and realistic management. The initial application is exemplified by taking the largest, remotest, and newest Brazilian ReMPA - São Pedro and São Paulo archipelagos and Trindade e Martin Vazarchipelagos.

The preliminary results seek to support the priorities of Scientific innovative methodological appropriation in Ocean decision-making, as envisioning new baselines of legitimacy for ReMPAS governance. Thus, the two asymmetries represent the challenges of the largest ReMPA management: (i) epistemological approach of Ocean territorial status and; (ii) governance attributions within MPA users and functions. These asymmetries pose emerging questions: alongside setting ‘protected’ territories in the Ocean, how will these territories be governed? A government of whom and for who? The three highlights argue about the questions posted above and point towards a framework to be considered as a starting point for ReMPA participative governance guidelines.

II. REMOTE MARINE PROTECTED AREAS (REMPAS) AS A TERRITORIAL FUNCTION ON A BLUE ECONOMY PARADIGM

The marine biome covers 71% of the Earth’s surface, an area that has three hundred times more habitat for biodiversity than the terrestrial sites [18,19]. Nonetheless, this isn’t humankind’s natural habitat, and...
that natural reason underpins the political apparent delay over the marine space. Linking to policy, the vast majority of marine environment is still beyond national jurisdiction [20] and, whilst representing the largest environment on the planet, is the least understood and governed [21,22]. While some mechanisms exist for monitoring and environmental protection in the open ocean, including capacity building and technology transfer, and environmental impact assessments and area-based management tools as ReMPA, governance gaps are evident [23,24]. There is no overarching framework for the allocation of ReMPAs, standardized guidance for marine resource management and best practices to support both biodiversity research and governance in the Blue Economy emergence [25,26,27].

The Blue Economy approach recognizes and places renewed emphasis on the critical need for the international community to effectively address resources management in and beneath international waters or National ReMPA and not only treat the ocean as a new market. This pathway requires long-term collaboration across nation-states and the private-public sectors, on a scale and dimensions that have not been previously achieved, considering the vast marine areas and the unknown resources to be explored. It underpins the thinking behind the Commonwealth, taking the Ocean as part of the economic lives, envisioning equity and public participation in marine decision-making. Such widespread collaboration needs further development and refinement of international law and ocean governance mechanisms, but also theoretical inputs of contemporary comprehension of the complexity of the Ocean space and territory [28,29].

International concerns about access to marine resources and the need to establish MPAs have been addressed since the 1960s, from the discussions resulting in the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea, which set the baseline for promoting the Blue Economy concept worldwide. Later, the Aichi Targets define MPAs as the primary strategy for Ocean’s governance, launching the goal of protecting the 10% of ocean surface, under sovereign coastal Nation’s treaties or its Exclusive Economic Zone [30]. Making progress on international agendas, the current Ocean Decade throws light on marine conservation alongside the SDGs goals 14 and 16 [31]. All these universally built conceptions compose the current framework for the Blue Economy as a common vocation [32]. Problems of overexploitation of the global commons can be better managed when supported by international multilateral agreements setting global rules, regulations, and standards under which states change their behavior accordingly [33,34,35]. When these policy mechanisms are addressed to a ReMPA, advanced diagnoses are brought up as the multiple uses of the same areas that have reached a conservancy vocation: governance guidelines get that territory.

A territory is an act, a relationship, a movement, and a rhythm over which an amalgamation of controls is exercised [36], just as the diversity of scales of operation over it, whether in its understanding (science) or in its intervention (governance). The territory is a permanent state of cause and condition of the multiple dimensions of analysis on the social dynamics that configure it: political, economic and cultural, autonomous, and interdependent [37]. The tenuous distinction between space and territory has a brief relevance in the theoretical composition that refers to the various phenomena that materialize in the Seascape and marine ecosystems. The territory for the modern society is the practical categorization most considered for governance and political actions, and in turn, for conservation.

The intentionality of several parties is considered for understanding the territory dynamics and uses, whether as premises (genesis of movements, not yet materialized) or in the already consolidated perspectives, playing relations of possession, of appropriation, or belonging. Territories are not inert, but lived [38], practiced and managed [39], as complex entities. There is no territorial starting point that predates the relationship, from which the basic notion of conflicts, impacts, overlaps, and complementarities [40]. Such relationships form society as a whole, in its different and complementary instances; lived, perceived, and understood differently; so that the territory comes to be understood as a social and political fact [41]. Territory uses can frame the object of social analysis that all human being lives in [42]. A territory being used compounds the space and its historical results of different forces (cultural, economic, and political) and scales, that will conform to a permanent state of transformation and power asymmetries.

If we consider the approach of ocean spaces as territories [43,44], it is possible to see a strengthening in the relations between science and governance actions in these spaces. Under the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, the discussions leading to an international legally binding mechanism started to address the advent of potential conflicts between the sovereign rights connected to the continental shelf beyond 200 nm and the protective measures applied in ReMPAs[45]. The concept of adaptive co-management arises from the integration between the proposed management of common-use resources with the adaptive management approach [46,47,48,49,50,51]. It pays explicit attention to learning (experiential and experimental) and collaboration (vertical and horizontal) between actors as the real users [52].

The marine ecosystem specificities lead to requirements conditions for management activities, expressed whether in protected or non-protected areas. The MPA history of creation and management is more recent compared to the history of terrestrial protected
areas, and this gets more emphasized referring to Remote areas [53]. As one argumentation of this essay, the users of ReMPAs are less legible in the landscape than the coast MPAs, and so less intelligible, however, are more fluid, transitional, or ephemeral. Thus, the distinct biophysical characteristics between terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems resonate with community characteristics and should be considered by governance strategies, as the example of watershed terrestrial experiences have already reached. In places where there is no consolidated communitarian instance, so the contemporary Common comprehension must be brought to light since Global Agenda to the State National Marine Policy and territorial complexity conceptualization.

III. Power Asymmetries of the Ocean on the Consolidation Challenge of Brazilian ReMPAs

The ReMPAs compose a strategy of oceans’ appropriation as territory, with the prior function to order uses through legal rules set by the government, the provenance of ecosystems services, and envisioning local-spread out to regional and global sustainability as an unmistakable tool [54,55,56] harnessing the importance of the protagonist of coastal communities, especially in developing countries [57]. It is essential to consider that this debate is wide enough to be deepened when it explores the governance relations between international and national agendas, specifically about environmental policies and geopolitics. The debate goes through national state paradoxes, integrating universal agendas of global commitments with state-nation sovereignty agenda, and are embedded by societal needs. Several legal debates are already in place as a result of regional alliances such as the European Union [58,59], but the extensive international law arena is beyond the scope of this analysis. The lack of understanding of the Ocean as territory and its governance beyond national jurisdiction has permeated the plans and discussions around the preparation for the UN Ocean Decade. The two proposals for power asymmetries are presented below with the Brazilian reality as a background in order to raise the emergence of such discussions.

To elucidate the two asymmetries, it is referred to the largest and remotest Brazilian MPAs: São Pedro and São Paulo archipelagos and Trindade e Martin Vaz archipelagos (Figure 1). It is not intended - nor excluded - to present them as absolute standards, but as examples of theoretical and empirical disconnections in preliminary approaches that can illustrate the background of MPAs consolidation challenges: legal status dilemma and emergent management.

**Figure 1:** Remote Marine Protected Areas in Brazilian EEZ.

Both the ReMPA covers a radius of 200 nautical miles corresponding to 40 million hectares around the archipelagos. Their objectives run around conserving marine ecosystems and biodiversity, as well as placing nation rights over natural resources exploitation and management. The simple existence of these seamounts turned to MPA, expanded the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of Brazilian oceanic territory. Nonetheless, MPA
It is proper of modernity's territorialization by uses, but ephemerality, and amalgamation. paradox of 'stabilization of the inherent instabilities' [62]. Communities, it is plausible to consider the reflection vocation which, in turn, is automatically aggregated with remoteness of the Ocean become contemplated by not by living places [63]. The absence of living places is about a kind of 'space out there' which reflects the critical chronic stage of widespread and increasing chemical combustion, overfishing and big ships traffic oceanic degradation whether by marine debris, chemical combustion, overfishing and big ships traffic outputs. "As a result, such conservation and sustainable use measures are currently implemented within a fragmented framework by regional and sectoral organizations with different management competencies" [64]. Thus, the first asymmetry lies in the global geographic debate between the comprehension of sectoral versus territorial categorization of uses and respective corporate versus universal interests. It is an asymmetry of theoretical narratives and their respective epistemological basis, but in the end, they should not be considered corporate epistemological incompatibilities, but interdisciplinary openings. That is the reason why Science is under the center of the hypothetical axiomatic resolution, even before state-nationalism or universal agendas.

The second asymmetry is about governance. Environmental protected areas in Brazil are commonly slow to mature in terms of their practical instruments: Management Plan, Zoning tools, and Committee's agenda. MPAs tend to get less public attention and/or investment than the ones on land and when there is public awareness, the quality of the debate is commonly questionable. In Brazil, the management plan corresponds to the master document of any protected area. It is totally built on territorial grounds by considering the geographical analysis of the ecosystems and their biodiversity with minimum account for temporal variability and ocean change either by natural causes or human uses. The methodology for applying these instruments focuses on terrestrial biomes. However, experience has shown that huge method gaps when applied in MPAs, requiring adaptations mainly in the way of establishing the zoning and decision-making [65]. In view of the growing demand for ReMPAs, defined in various environmental policy instruments, such as Agenda 21 [66], the Convention of Biodiversity [67], and Brazilian Plan for Protected Areas [68], it is necessary to adapt the methodology of current MPA management instruments to the marine governance approach. So, the second asymmetry may be seen from a standpoint of epistemological-perspective or interdisciplinarity issue: a ReMPA requires more pragmatic executive agendas, due to lower demands for managing uses that are mostly indirect but a higher demand for monitoring of external impacts and 'invisible' uses. Although the asymmetries in MPA consolidation are much bigger when considering the remote maritime territories, the lack of better understanding of the singularities of uses at these places is supposed to be an opportunity for new models of the management plan, where figures the central debate of the present discussion [69].

But what are the real uses - and users - of such areas when fostering consolidation is its goal(s)? Here it is brought the perspective that both direct and indirect territorial uses must be scientifically based, technically diagnosed, and permanently monitored. Reaffirming that this refers to the situational reality of spaces that have been established as marine areas for the environment. Once this is officially defined, it moves towards a management agenda, where the technical term assumes a maritime spatiality for regionalization public policy [70]. Intended to operationalize this discussion, we present an outline of the ReMPA stakeholder composition criteria (Figure 2, next subitem).

The MPA is created, the polygonal oceanic area turns to a new role in territory perspective: an inventory of vocations defines zonation, within ReMPAs normative and polygonal creation. It is supposed to become a non-passive place then, also seen as the sea overcoming from the condition of orphan space, supported then by a specific legal framework [71]. Nonetheless, the obstacles in establishing a Marine Protected Area are priority related to the genesis of this newly created territoriality [72]. The MPA obstacles to governability appear mainly in the initial stage, when the idea is conceived, communicated, and discussed among the actors involved in a territory derived from quantitative and qualitative aspects of government interactions in the zero-step. If MPAs are not technical...
management instruments, but above all, sociopolitical processes, there is a gap to be filled in the elucidation of who are the real users of that place.

IV. The “User-Decision Maker” Stakeholder Composition

The finding of the two asymmetries elucidates stakeholder composition matter for MPA management. This challenge can be taken as a science gap around interdisciplinary openings and new methodologies for emergent studies. From this perspective, ReMPAs are able to foster marine territorial management: either because of their spatial singularities or due to the state of the art within the incipient Blue Economy and the Commons principles evolved.

In order to illustrate an introductory path for logical comprehension over the process that connects the MPA existence in a remote ocean area with the parties involved as users and conservation functions, a detailed six-step framework for user-oriented analysis is presented in Figure 2.

**Figure 2:** Framework of compatibility of ReMPA user decision-maker

Considering the challenges addressed, we visualize a sequential logic chain (Fig. 2) as a methodological baseline for ReMPAs as the Blue Economy advances. This schema connects inventory uses, vocation, and users of the ReMPA with its ecosystem services (Blue Economy demand), classify compatibility with ReMPA assets and compose the users that align with MPA function and blue economy goals for the decision-making process. Once the ReMPA vocation is defined and prioritized, ensuring its implementation, the users and their links with the environment should be mapped. In this process, it is relevant to define criteria for stakeholders’ composition into management bodies, which in ReMPA opens a broad range of different sides of modern society. In the end, this logic chain should have answered the following queries: (I) What are the relations between MPA vocation and its Ecosystems Services? (II) Are the Ecosystem Services mapped and user-defined? (IV) Is the ReMPA vocation in accordance with the proposed uses? Uses and the users by real agent promoters - which is possible to be understood in the territorial configuration by indicative data of impacts? Dialogically comparing territorial configuration and the existence of the MPA will provide a further typology. Then, select the users that fit their purposes on MPA functions and that align towards the blue economy paradigm, including the institutional composition by attribution.

V. Conclusion

Achieving Blue Economy’s goals requires the active participation and inclusion of the societal groups into the management of marine territories. The overlying
view of the ocean by global trade organizations requires an initial scheme of user-oriented analysis for this open territory. Nevertheless, there are answers to be resolved in order to better qualify the decision-making process of planning and, mainly, managing those emblematic territories. Although it is expected from national States to exercise their sovereign rights to conservation actions, the contemporary global economy operation works sectorial and strategically on divergent paths to the universal precepts of Ocean's protection. That is the reason for a more appropriated comprehension of territory in the toughness design of a user protagonist in the decision-making process, but attended by a conceptual model that allows discerning the types of uses in relation to the functions originating from the existence of the protected area. The questions to be answered have to be better elaborated, but testing this preliminary purpose model can be one way to better fit the participative management of ReMPAs in the present days.
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